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Tristan, Robard, Maryam, and Angel escape Sir Hugh and Eleanor of Aquitaine’s clutches. As they make their way home through Scotland, a blacksmith named Little John joins their group. The group decides to visit to St. Alban’s monastery, but Sir Hugh’s men had already murdered the monks and burned the monastery down. One monk, the deaf and mute Brother Tuck, survived and he joins the group as well. The party continues on and arrives at Robard’s home: Sherwood. There, they find a Shire Reeve is persecuting Robard’s people with exorbitant taxes. Tristan and Maryam help Robard protect Sherwood’s people and scare off the Shire Reeve. After things are settled there, the group continues on to Rosslyn, Scotland. Once they arrive, they find that Sir Hugh’s men have overthrown the city. Tristan sneaks inside, but the person he wants to find is dead. When Tristan returns, he finds that Sir Hugh has captured his friends. Tristan challenges Sir Hugh with a duel and kills him. A group of good Templar knights come to their rescue. Tristan gives the Grail to the correct priest for safekeeping and receives a letter left by Sir Thomas. In it, Tristan finds out that he is a son of a king. Tristan decides to become a Templar knight.

Spradlin’s final book in the Youngest Templar series is a great ending to a wonderfully written story. It is enjoyable to see Spradlin’s spin on the Robin Hood legend unfold throughout the three books. Teens and young adults will enjoy the adventures of Tristan and his friends.